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Figure 1: Situated in the upper Midwest in the 1920s, the local Ausemy and Eastern 
Railway (A&E RR) is based in the fictional town of Ausemy.  

The Ausemy and Eastern Railway is a short line carrier based in the town of Ausemy, located 

somewhere in the upper Midwest. I created this fictional town to serve my goals of creating an 

O scale 2-rail layout that was large enough for interesting operations for one to four persons 

and small enough reach a stage of completion within a few years. 

I have been a life-long model railroader, beginning as a youngster in the 1950s with a Lionel 

steam engine running through a series of basement rooms. In our next family house during my 

junior high years, the basement layout included a collection of trains—Lionel O gauge, 

American Flyer S gauge, and Tyco HO—all merged together on two 4’ x 8’ sheets of plywood. As 

an adult, I progressed through two HO layouts; twenty years ago I had completed a substantial 



HO layout that was a culmination of many winter evenings. With my approaching retirement, 

my wife and I moved to an older house with a warm basement large enough for me to finally 

begin again with a layout in a scale that was my true love—O scale 2-rail.   

 

Figure 2: Norm Tyler has been a lifelong 
railroad modeler who over a lifetime as 
an enthusiast has tried virtually every 
scale, including N, HO, S, and O-gauge. 
He finally decided to build his capstone 
layout in O scale 2-rail. 

 

As I contemplated the design of a new layout, I established a number of challenging goals: 1) I 

wanted a “floating” layout at eye level where the viewing would be most realistic; 2) the entire 

layout would be remotely controlled from one location without ever needing to get off the 

“engineer’s stool” to walk around following trains, and 3) I wanted a point-to-point rail system 

that was large enough for interesting operations, but not so large that detailing would never be 

completed. All model railroads are by nature rudimentary representations of reality, but no 

prototypes run in circles. After ten years of building and experimenting, these three goals 

essentially have been achieved. The layout is now fully operational, so each evening offers 

options–to run a session, focus on adding more scenery, or develop another accessory feature. 

Future goals include adding more 1920s-era components, such as operational crossing gates, a 

moving water tank spout, controlled signaling, and more night lighting.  



 

Figure 3: The layout was designed to “float” off the basement’s stone walls, supported 
by a 22-foot long steel channel. The entire Ausemy and Eastern Railway was built at 
standing eye level (59 Inches). A raised floor platform allows viewing for standing kids 
or seated adults. The control layout includes a diagram with mini-bulbs indicating 
turnout status. 

The base for the layout was constructed on a platform supported on one side by the 

basement’s stone wall and on the other by a 22-foot long steel channel spanning the length of 

the room. To respect the floating character of the layout, the stone wall was left exposed with 

no background scenery panels. Wood supports extend across the 42-inch width to hold a base 

platform of 1-1/2-inch-thick Styrofoam panels supported by the steel channel and 1x4 cross 

pieces. Styrofoam panels forming the base were covered with a mix of Plaster of Paris and 

ground paper mâché. Atlas Flextrack was used for trackwork and turnouts. The track was 

placed on flexible cork roadbed, except in the industrial yard where no cork roadbed was used.  

The layout is powered by a Digitrax Command Control PS2012 unit coupled with an MTH Track 

Interface Unit (TIU) and two MTH Accessory Interface Units (AIUs). Because of the layout’s free-

floating design, the power supply and interface units are hidden by being mounted on a panel 

that can be lifted and attached to the underside of the layout. The result is that the only 

connection needed for the entire layout is one power cord to an electric outlet.  



 

Figure 4: A small light built into the scenery provides lighting for the control panel. The 
power supply and interface units are mounted on an under-panel (shown down) that 
can be raised up and out of sight under the layout. 

A sloped control panel, mounted unto the steel channel, efficiently allows operation from a 

single location. A button on the panel turns on power for all equipment and operations. The 

control panel includes a diagram of the layout with miniature lights indicating the position of 

each of twelve turnouts. All operations are controlled with MTH remote control units; each 

remote is able to control each of the three steam engines. Other remote commands include 

turnout commands, lighting and accessories, whistle, horn, bell, headlight, smoke, and PFA 

announcements.  

During the 1920s, the Pere Marquette Railroad operated in the 1920s in the states of Michigan, 

Ohio, Indiana, and in Ontario, Canada. During this period, two financiers from Cleveland took 

control of the Pere Marquette, along with the Erie Railroad and the Chesapeake & Ohio 

Railway. My layout, set during this period, includes a hypothetical line of the PM that runs 

through the town of Ausemy and provides connections to distant distribution centers and 

factories. Equipment from the Erie and C&O systems regularly can be found in East Ausemy’s 



rail yard. However, most of the town’s freight traffic is local, running from the yard, where main 

line traffic is positioned as it arrives, to various points in the town. Awkward delays to main line 

traffic happen regularly because Ausemy’s passenger station and a large warehouse building 

are located on the main line without a spur. The danger needs monitoring with a signaling 

system. 

Figure 5: Scratch-built structures included the small post office,  
a freight loading platform, and a furniture manufacturing building. 

The 1920s period was selected because it arguably represents the steam era in its prime, as 

well as having a generally robust national economy. I created a fictional backstory for the town 

of Ausemy and the A&E RR to bring a richer environment and rationale for operations. The 

scenario is as follows: The town was named after the Durant brothers, offspring of French fur 

traders who founded the settlement in the early 19th century. The Durant family established a 

successful carriage manufacturing business, Ausemy Manufacturing, which now (in the 1920s) 

makes parts for Detroit automakers. The Durants also own an adjacent dry goods store.  

The layout’s buildings are a blend of ready-built, kit-bashed, and scratch-built structures. When 

the layout was first being created, quickly made cardboard structures represented initial 

characteristics of the town as I envisioned it. Ready-built structures helped quickly establish the 

initial elements of the town’s environment. These were soon coupled with kit-bashed buildings 

that provided more flexibility for additional structures. The Ausemy Manufacturing complex 



was modeled as a hybrid structure using sections of brick walls from various Design 

Preservation Models kits coupled with handcrafted porches, foundations, and an elevated 

walkway. An overhead walkway provides a visual break to hide the top of a mirror strategically 

placed to create the illusion of extending the layout through a solid stone wall when viewed 

from the operator’s stool. To further the effect, the back side of these structures were painted 

a different color to further the impression of being separate buildings, a device long-ago used 

effectively by visionary model railroader John Allen. 

 

Figure 6: The A&E RR relies largely on shipping from the Ausemy Manufacturing plant, 
which dominates the economy of this small town. This view is visually extended 
through use of a mirror placed on either side of the two buildings of Ausemy 
Manufacturing. 

Gradually, other scratch-built structures were added to provide a unique set of buildings, 

including a workmen’s rooming house, a two-story residence, a small cabin, a fisherman’s 

tackle shop, a furniture repair building, a storage shed, and a freight platform. 



 

Figure 7: Workers housing, Sweeney’s Tavern, and the Sunset Casket building are three 
scratch-built structures contributing to the layout’s variety.  

Life in the community of Ausemy was simple during the 1920s. Residents like spending time 

fishing in Blue Lake, a central feature of the town. The north end of Blue Lake effectively divides 

the layout into two sections and creates a perception of greater distance from Ausemy to East 

Ausemy. On the east side of the lake’s southern shoreline is Bud’s Tackle Shop, a favorite spot 

for fishermen with its dock for fishing boats. On the town side of the lakeshore is a busy one-rail 

dock at the end of the downtown used by commercial fishing boats and for small freight 

handling. This water feature was created using a mix of paint colors—deeper blue in the center, 

with green tints on the edges—and coated with multiple layers of Woodland Scenics Realistic 

Water solution. The depth of the water is suggested by having painted it on the layout fascia. 



 

Figure 8: The north end of Blue Lake has a commercial dock at the end of the 
downtown spur and a dock on the east shore for sport fishing. 

 

Figure 9: Both sport fishing and commerce are found in this portion of Blue Lake, 
suggesting it as part of a larger body of water. 

Scenery is a collection of purchased and handmade elements. The layout does not include a 

forest of background trees, since the use of a background is not part of the basic scheme. 

Instead, individual trees are strategically placed for best effect. Trees, bushes and ground cover 



include purchased material as well as handcrafted elements. Handmade trees were fabricated 

using pieces of small branches glued together and covered with plasticine and painted. 

Woodland Scenics tree foliage was attached with sprayed white glue and then lightly spray 

painted with flat green and brown colors. Rail cars were weathered with a combination of 

marker pens and Doc O’Briens powders and TruBal paints from MicroMark. 

 

Figure 10: Rail cars date from the 1920s and before and have been weathered for a 
more realistic appearance. This scene includes background industrial facades to 
suggest the industrial character of the rail yard. 

The overall layout has ten ceiling-mounted track lighting fixtures that can be adjusted to subtly 

emphasize essential detail in key spots with a dimmer to represent various times of day. 

Selected buildings are individually lit to provide ambience for evening operations. All these 

lights are controlled by the accessories button on the remote.  



 

Figure 11: An evening scene brings character and life to Railroad Street in Ausemy’s 
downtown. 

When developing my O scale 2-rail railroad layout, I made the decision to base the system 

primarily on MTH Proto-Sound equipment. It provided a state-of-the-art Digital Control System 

(DCS) compatible with DCC and Lionel but had unique features of its own. The system could to 

converted to DCC at some point if necessary. 

Three MTH steam engines service the layout. Because there is no turnaround on the layout, a 2-

8-2 Light Mikado Pere Marquette steam locomotive faces east and carries freight from west to 

east; a Detroit, Toledo and South Shore 0-8-0 faces west and moves traffic in the opposite 

direction; and an older New York Central 4-4-0 is largely designated for staging movements 

within the yard. All operations are conducted remotely with MTH remote control units, 

allowing for operations by three or four individuals. Uncoupling is based on strategically placed 

rail magnets with Kadee couplers. 

One of the most difficult challenges was wiring the Tortoise-brand slow-switch motors for MTH 

remote units. I found no published data on such connections and queried others through online 

blogs, but to no avail. Eventually I tried enough wiring variations to stumble across a method 

that worked. The wiring diagram is included here in case others have a similar situation. 



However, I found a Tortoise machine running through the MTH remotes did not complete the 

switching with one push; it took three pushes to fully switch. This was rationalized by reckoning 

it should take extra work to realistically switch a turnout. 

 

Figure 12: Experimenting with various wiring, this diagram drawn by 
Norm indicates how Tortoise switch motors can be wired for remote 
usage with an MTH DCS Digital Command System. 

Operation of the A&E RR is based on a free-style card system. Each car on the railroad has its 

own card, and each possible destination is shown on a small envelope. When beginning a 

session, cards are randomly placed in randomly selected destination envelopes. This gives 

directions for an evening’s activities. A session may be a single operation taking a short time or 

a series of operations taking up to an hour or more. Each engineer works with the dispatcher, 

who sets turnouts at the appropriate time. Together the engineers and dispatcher determine 

an optimum series of moves to most efficiently accomplish the tasks. For more interest, 

random “Situation” cards can add an unknown element to the operations. Situations include 

instructions such as, “The Mikado needs water the next time it is in Ausemy;” “Switch #7 is 

under repair; it can only be used in its current configuration;” or “Due to an emergency, 

establish a priority to bring the passenger combine to the hotel.” Based on such untimed 



sessions, operations are more similar to a switching puzzle than a realistic prototype schedule. 

But each session becomes unique in its own way, thus creating the challenges and the fun of an 

optimized routing puzzle. 

Over the years I have enjoyed developing the A&E Railway. It has been a creative challenge 

during which I relied on a trial-and-error approach as much as any other more researched 

methodology. I find it interesting to come down to the layout in the evening, ready to sit at my 

workbench and decide whether my time will entail working on the next intriguing problem or 

just doing a little model building. But there is no doubt that over the years model railroading 

has been satisfying because it offers rewards in so many ways. 

 

Railroad layout: Each square represents one foot. 


